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1997 mulan animated filmnarrative song & video song & video disneyartist hank cicalo & nathaniel
kunkela&r david kirshenbaumwriter & video eli david & video bruce cohenmusic supervisor & video

david zedeckvideo director & video jordan kernerdirector of photography & video jon
pollingerproducer & video & written by troy taylor & video paul weilandengineer & video benjamin

kirshenbaumproducers & video & written by diana rennert & video julie reissdirector of marketing &
video aaron hugginsdirector of promo & video michele greeneproducer & written by rodgers and

hammerstein & video gary beckettcomposer & video ed klebanmusic supervisor & video james smith
we got to sing a wonderful version of reflection, said smith. we toured with a full orchestra and it was
a really wonderful evening. she was very warm and genuine, and we got to see a real side of her as

a human being. smith noted that salonga also made sure to personally thank each and every student
that attended the show by name. this was something that was very special, he said. it really showed

her to be a real person, who valued and cared about the students as individuals. smith noted that
what salonga loves about performing is the interactions with fans. she enjoys interacting with people
on a personal level, and she always makes time for her fans. this is the primary reason that smith is
so excited about mulans tour. he knows that her reputation is primarily built on her musical ability,

but he also knows that she is really a very warm and genuine person.
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Reflection is the love ballad of Mulan and a perennial favourite of those who have seen the film. It
features the haunting voice of Lea Salonga and a lilting, ethereal melody that perfectly captures the

essence of the title character. In English, Salonga effortlessly sings the song while leaving a
distinctive Filipina accent, and the song has been included in countless film soundtracks since its

original release, most notably the Disney films Aladdin and Mulan. There are several versions of this
song that vary slightly in tempo. The one that seems to be the most popular is the soundtrack

version by Christina Aguilera. There are different interpretations of the meaning behind Reflections
lyrics. In one theory, it is a sing-along song meant to symbolize the start of a new life for a single,
with the phrase We all fall down, stand up again... acting as a metaphor. Another theory suggests
that it is about the song that another character, Kims Father, sings to her, and Kim is a part of the

lyrics when you fall down, you stand up and dust yourself off and walk out in the rain, the same song
that she later sings when she first meets Mulan. The last one suggests that the song is a sing-along
song on the part of Mulan, who wants to tell others not to be afraid to pursue their dreams, to follow
their hearts, and to never back down to obstacles. The song is significant to Lea Salonga as it was

the first single of her career. The song charted at the top of the Adult Pop Songs and Adult
Contemporary charts in Canada. It became her first No. 1 on the U.S. Adult Contemporary chart in
June 1998. It also reached the top 20 in the UK Singles Chart, and the top 40 in Ireland. The song

also reached the top 10 in Australia, and across Europe. 5ec8ef588b
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